
 

Another beautifully rendered Celestia - this time by. The planet is swirling, making this a truly mesmerizing image. The planet
is not rotating. The difference between perihelion and aphelion gives a
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Very Simple Screenshot Tool Ver 3.6
However, with this software installed
on your Windows PC, you may take a
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screenshot of a any window or
program on your desktop. It's similar
to Click and save button use. And no

need to install any other program. How
to take screenshot with Ver 3.6? 1. 1.
Open the software and type the target
app name which you want to show in

the screenshot and click "Capture
Screenshot". 2. 2. Click the

"Screenshots" and save the screenshot
as a png or gif file into the desired

folder with the same name as that of
the target app. Note: 1. 1. The target

apps will be printed into the same
folder which you save the screenshots.

2. 2. If you want to print only the
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contents of the target window, you
don't need to capture the entire

window itself. 3. 3. You can capture
only part of the target app, such as part

of the form or only part of the text
inside it. 4. 4. You can choose to

capture as animated gif which contains
all or multiple screenshots taken at one

time. This is especially important if
you need to provide info. regarding the
target app for other software. Below,
you can learn how to take screenshot

in Windows 10. The process is similar
to that in Windows 7 and 8/8.1. Step 1.

1. 1. Open the screenshot taking app
and press Ctrl+Shift+S to quickly take
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the screenshot. 2. 2. Press
Ctrl+Shift+A to select multiple
screenshot area and then press

Ctrl+Alt+Shift+S to combine the
multiple screenshot into one image.
And then press Ctrl+Alt+Shift+A to

select multiple screenshot in combined
image, then press Ctrl+Shift+S to save

them to the system tray. The
screenshots taken from different app
in combined image or folder can be

easily identified by the program name.
Other useful tips 1. 1. You can take

the screenshot of any window and even
print them into the folder which you

set. 2. 2. Screen capture feature is not
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restricted to the right or left button.
You can also press Alt+PrtSc button to
take the screenshot quickly. 3. 3. You

can choose to capture by the
screenshot file or take the screenshot
of its full window. 4. 4. f678ea9f9e
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